The Art of Walking Bass

A Method for Acoustic or Electric Bass

by Bob Magnusson
INTRODUCTION

Walking bass lines are the building blocks, or foundation, upon which a song is laid. The term “walking” describes the feeling, or motion, of the bass line. Much like physical walking (one step after another), the continuous flow of quarter notes creates a feeling of forward momentum:

\[
\text{Cm7} \quad F7 \quad Em7 \quad A7 \quad Dim7 \quad G7 \quad \text{etc.}
\]

Walking bass lines are inherent to traditional jazz playing, but they are used in many other forms of music, too—blues, rock, R&B, gospel, country, classical, etc. Developing the ability to construct a good walking bass line can therefore only improve your choice of notes in creating any type of bass line. In all styles of music, the procedure used in building walking bass lines is essentially the same: Given a set of harmonies or chord changes, you, the bassist, must choose which notes to play and in what order to play them. The specific goal of this book is to help you understand the various techniques used to construct a good walking bass line. Armed with these techniques, you will then be able to build strong bass lines on your own as well as analyze bass lines and determine what makes some lines strong and others weak.

Here’s how the book works...

Form

In my years of teaching, I’ve noticed that the form of a song is an area often overlooked by students; yet it is an essential part of almost all styles of music—just as any house has a blueprint, any song has a form. So, in this book, we’ll learn how to play and write walking bass lines in the context of several common song forms. Specifically, we’ll look at each of the following forms and progressions, covering them thoroughly:

- major blues
- minor blues
- II-V-I progressions
- rhythm changes
- other common harmonic progressions

The 3 Tonal Elements

As we learn these forms and progressions, we’ll also look at the nuts and bolts of how to construct a walking bass line. We’ll see that any walking bass line can be broken down into three basic musical elements:

- chord tones (arpeggios)
- diatonic tones (scale tones)
- chromatic tones (half steps)

We’ll look at each of these elements separately, isolating exercises and examples to see how they work. Through this approach, we’ll build our vocabulary gradually, understanding each individual element before moving on to the next—ultimately combining all three elements, and their various aspects, into one approach to create melodic walking bass lines.
How to Begin Practicing

The core of this book are the bass line exercises, each of which has its own audio track on the accompanying CD. For every exercise, you should analyze the bass line first, understand how it works, practice it on your own, and then play it along with the CD. In this way, you'll become thoroughly comfortable with it.

I'll then ask you to write your own bass line(s) for the same progression. In the beginning, when practicing to write your own bass lines, I highly recommend that you sit down with your bass and some sheets of manuscript paper. Then, using your ear, try to construct one, two, three, or four bars on your bass using the trial-and-error method. When you have a segment of any length that you like, write it down. Then play the part you've written, and continue on in this manner until your bass line is complete. In this way, your ear becomes an active part of the process, which is crucial to playing any improvised music. When your line is completed, then analyze harmonically what it is you've played. Through this method, you'll be able to establish a vocabulary in the walking bass language. You'll gradually build a group of phrases, licks, or ideas that sound good in various recurring harmonic situations. As your musical vocabulary grows, your trained ear will take over and guide you through some surprising and enjoyable excursions with walking bass lines.

Every improviser has thematic material or "licks" that they draw from to create a solo. Likewise, you can develop a set of ideas or phrases for your bass lines that fit various harmonic situations. Through the use of the recorded rhythm tracks on the accompanying CD, you'll have the opportunity to apply these ideas to a musical situation. In that way, you will be able to hear and feel how your bass line works.

For each audio track on the CD, the bass is on the left channel, and the rhythm section is on the right. To improvise your own bass part, turn your balance control to the right, and play along with just the rhythm section.

Good luck, and enjoy!

—Bob Magnusson

About the Compact Disc

When recording the compact disc for this book my aim was to create an environment as close to a live playing situation as possible. The tempos are in the medium slow range to give the student sufficient time to hear and perform the written lines. With the exception of examples 1 and 2, all the examples are repeated. Example 23 has a slow and a medium version while Section 6 includes medium tempos to coincide with the student's progress in constructing walking bass lines.

Each example is written solely in quarter notes in order to focus directly on the necessary techniques for constructing effective walking bass lines. Although I am reading the notated examples on the recording, the careful listener will notice how I utilize rhythmic anticipation and other nuances to add life to the music and facilitate interaction with the rhythm section.

Each track begins with Peter Erskine counting off the tempo. Mike Wofford generally comps sparsely on the first chorus and solos sparingly on the second. I know you will enjoy playing along with these two world-class musicians.

For those with little to no experience in music theory, the following introductory section, entitled "The Basics," provides a crash course in intervals, scales, and chords, as well as a discussion of bass line contour and chord connection. Whatever your level—beginner or pro—I suggest you give this section a quick read-through before we get started...
Understanding Intervals

**Interval**: the distance between two notes.

Each interval name is made up of a combination of two elements:

1) **quantity**—The total number of letter names, or scale degrees, an interval contains. We determine this by counting the letter names, or lines and spaces, between the two notes, including the line or space the given notes are placed on. This gives us a general measurement. For example:

   - C to G: C, D, E, F, G. This is five letter names, so the interval is a 5th.
   - Now count the lines and spaces: 3 spaces + 2 lines = 5 total = the interval of a 5th

   - C to E: C, D, E. This is three letter names, so the interval is a 3rd.
   - Now count the lines and spaces: 2 spaces + 1 line = 3 total = the interval of a 3rd

2) **quality**—The total number of half steps contained in an interval. Quality gives us an exact measurement. Interval qualities are divided into two main groups:

   - **perfect**: 1 (unison), 4, 5, 8
   - **major and minor**: 2, 3, 6, 7

   - When a major interval is decreased by one half step, it becomes a minor interval.
   - When a minor interval is increased by one half step, it becomes a major interval.
   - Perfect intervals never become major or minor intervals.
   - All intervals (through the use of accidentals) can become augmented or diminished.
     a) When a minor or perfect interval is decreased by one half step, it becomes a diminished interval.
     b) When a major or perfect interval is increased by one half step, it becomes augmented.

To help you determine the quality of an interval, consider the following:

- If the top note of the interval belongs to the major scale of the lower note, the interval will be perfect or major.
- If the top note of the interval does not belong to the major scale of the lower note, compare the upper note to the scale tone with the same letter name.

For example:

   - C to G#: The quantity of this interval is 5.
Is the top note of this interval (G#) in the major scale of the lower note (C)? No

If not, is it higher or lower than the scale tone of the same name? Higher

By how much? One half step

What is the name of the interval? Aug. 5

Double sharps and double flats

It is occasionally necessary to use a double sharp or double flat in order to maintain the proper quantity when building an interval. These symbols are written as follows:

Harmonizing the Major Scale

Harmonizing the major scale is a very simple process. First, you start by constructing a major scale. We'll use the key of C major because it has no sharps or flats:

C major scale

Now, using only the tones from the scale, build triads on each scale degree. This is done by stacking two thirds above each scale step. For instance, above the first note, C, we write the 3rd and 5th degrees of the scale:

This forms a C major triad.

Moving up the scale to the second note, D, we write the 4th and 6th degrees of the scale:

This forms a D minor triad.

And we continue this process for each scale step:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e tc.

Here's how the C major scale looks, harmonized in triads:

Notice that the scale position of each triad can be indicated by a large Roman numeral, and that the qualities of the triads are indicated with the suffixes "ma," "mi," or "vo." The qualities of the triads in a harmonized major scale always follow this same formula, no matter what the key (C major, F major, B♭ major, etc.):
Harmonizing the Major Scale into Seventh Chords

**Seventh chord**: a four-note chord containing the three notes of the triad plus a fourth note—the interval of a 7th above the root.

This is the same process we used to harmonize the major scale into triads, only we will now add a 7th to each scale degree. We'll start by constructing a C major scale.

C major scale

Now using only the tones from the scale, we'll build diatonic seventh chords.

Each seventh chord has its own unique formula:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chord type</th>
<th>Interval formula</th>
<th>Triad + 7th interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ma7</td>
<td>root, ma3, P5, ma7</td>
<td>major triad + ma7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi7</td>
<td>root, mi3, P5, mi7</td>
<td>minor triad + mi7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>root, ma3, P5, mi7</td>
<td>major triad + mi7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi7(#5)</td>
<td>root, mi3, dim5, mi7</td>
<td>diminished triad + mi7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that there are two important differences between triad harmony and seventh chord harmony:

- In triad harmony, the I, IV, and V chords are all the same quality, but in seventh chord harmony, the I and IV chords are major seventh chords (major triad + ma7 interval) whereas the V chord changes into a dominant seventh chord (major triad + mi7 interval).
- The VII chord changes from a diminished triad to a minor seventh flat-five chord (diminished triad + mi7 interval).

These seventh chord harmonies form the basis of our western tonal music.

**Chord Symbols**

Chord symbols are used as a musical shorthand. Due to regional variations, there are many different symbols that represent the same chord. However, some basic general rules are worth noting:

- A major triad is assumed when no symbol follows a chord letter. For example, the letter “C” by itself indicates a C major triad.
- The symbol “7” by itself, following any letter name, indicates a dominant seventh chord; for example, C7 indicates a major triad plus a minor 7th interval above the root—a.k.a., a C dominant seventh chord.
- The symbols “ma7,” “ma9,” or “ma13” show that a major 7th is included in the chord.
- The symbol "+" refers to the augmented 5th, not the augmented 9th or 11th. For example, C+9 means a C9 with an augmented 5th, not a C chord with an augmented 9th.

- All alterations should be written in parentheses; for example, C7(#5) or C7(#9). Chord symbols with several alterations are written with the highest harmonic function on top, within parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C major sixth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C major seventh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C augmented seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C major ninth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C diminished seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor sixth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C augmented nine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor seventh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C augmented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor ninth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C diminished seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C augmented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor seven (flat five)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C diminished seven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C minor nine (flat five)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C augmented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C dominant seventh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C minor eleven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C dominant ninth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C minor eleven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Smooth Transitional Connections**

*Transition* refers to the movement that connects one chord to another (e.g., C to F) in a walking bass line. This most often occurs between the last beat of the chord you're playing and the first beat of the new chord. We'll be working on transitions throughout the book. Usually, the strongest motions to approach the first note of a new chord are for the bass line to go:
Contour and Line Direction

The contour or shape of a line becomes very important as your knowledge of constructing a bass line grows. We’ll be referring to this aspect of building bass lines throughout this book as various musical situations arise.

There are a couple of aspects to consider when discussing contours. First, the shape or contour of a line can dictate our choice of connecting notes. For example:

Notice the contour of this line. Measure 1 rises up the Dmi7 arpeggio, and then, beginning on beat 4, descends diatonically (stepwise) through measure 2 to beat 1 of measure 3. This descending contour dictates that our first note of measure 3 be the 3rd of the new chord, E, instead of the root, C. This is a good example of the contour of your line dictating the choice of using a chord tone other than the root as your connecting tone. Notice the immediate outline of the C chord sound in measure 3.

Listen to the same line if we jump from the F (beat 4 of measure 2) to the root of the C chord (beat 1 of measure 3).

Hear how the whole flow and contour of the line is interrupted by jumping from the F to the C?

A second aspect to consider with contours is creating a motif—a basic recurring shape that can move through changing harmonic situations. The recurring motif need not be an identical duplication of the original idea, but a general or basic shape similarity. This creates a very musical bass line (like a recurring melody) that the ear grasps easily. Here’s a brief example:

Just looking visually at the line, you can see the contour motif: from beat 1 to beat 2, a large jump upward; then beats 2, 3, and 4 fall off in a downward motion. Even though the harmony changes from one bar to the next, the basic shape or contour of the line remains the same. Listen with your ear to the continuity that the motif creates in the line.
Section 1 The Blues—Triads

The blues is one of the most commonly used forms in all of popular music. For most of us, it’s the form that we first jammed on in our various garage bands. Notice that it’s twelve bars long and utilizes chords built on the 1st, 4th, 2nd, and 5th degrees of the major scale—in the key of C major, that’s C, F, Dmi, and G.

Blues in C major

In this first exercise, we’ll confine ourselves to using only the triad (root, 3rd, and 5th) of each chord with “no other tones allowed.”

Ex. 1

While the bass line in exercise 1 is certainly functional (meaning that it outlines the harmony of the C blues), it is hardly musical (attractive to the ear). Notice that it is repetitive, in a redundant manner: the first three beats of all twelve bars are ascending up the root, 3rd, and 5th of each chord. Use your ear, and notice how monotonous this line is to listen to.
Exercise 2 is slightly more musical. Notice the shape or contour of the line. Even visually, it's more interesting.

Ex. 2

We now have lines ascending and descending, which creates more contrast and color. But the line could be stronger if it had smoother connections between measures 2 and 3, 6 and 7, and 11 and 12. The key to doing this is to use inversions of triads.

**Inversions**

Inversions are created by simply rotating the order of the tones in a triad:

\[1, 3, 5 \rightarrow 3, 5, 1 \rightarrow 5, 1, 3 \rightarrow 1, 3, 5\]

**C Triad**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root position</th>
<th>1st inversion</th>
<th>2nd inversion</th>
<th>root position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 3 5</td>
<td>3 5 1</td>
<td>5 1 3</td>
<td>1 3 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2 5</td>
<td>7 5 5</td>
<td>10 10 9</td>
<td>10 9 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**F Triad**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root position</th>
<th>1st inversion</th>
<th>2nd inversion</th>
<th>root position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 3 5</td>
<td>3 5 1</td>
<td>5 1 3</td>
<td>1 3 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 3</td>
<td>5 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 2</td>
<td>3 2 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above inversions are in closed position. Another way to build or voice a triad is called open voicing, or open position. This simply means that, instead of having the tones of the triad as close together as possible, you space them out over a larger area, leaving space between tones where other chord tones could have resided.
Now, armed with our new knowledge of inversions and open positions, let's create some really musical blues bass lines using "only the three tones of the triad."

3 Ex. 3

4 Ex. 4
Sequences

Making a sequence from the three tones of a triad is a great way to create melodic interest—especially when a chord is static (standing still, not making a transition to another chord). Notice in the blues form how measures 3 and 4 remain static on the I chord (C), measures 5 and 6 remain static on the IV chord (F), and measures 7 and 8 remain static on the I chord again (C). These are good places to use sequences.

![Musical notation](image)

In fact, let's look at a few sequences that I used back in exercises 3 and 4. The first one occurred in exercise 3, beat 3 of measure 3: a two-beat sequence that continued for six beats.

![Musical notation](image)

The next one occurred in the same exercise, measures 7 and 8: a four-beat sequence.

![Musical notation](image)

The last one occurred in exercise 4, measures 3 and 4. This is a four-beat sequence.

![Musical notation](image)

Basic Sequences

Following are sequences that re-cycle in various durations. Some are two-beat patterns, some are four-beat patterns, and some are eight-beat patterns. When you find one that you like, analyze the sequence of the chord tones (root, 3rd, 5th), and transpose it to other keys and other qualities (major, augmented, diminished).
Basic Sequences—Backwards

Here are the same sequences, but in reverse.
For Further Practice
When you’re comfortable playing the blues bass lines in exercises 3 and 4—and can play them along with the rhythm section on the CD—try writing your own bass lines over the same basic blues progression using “only the triads” of the chords. Refer to page 3, “How to Begin Practicing,” if you need help getting started.

The II-V-I Progression
The II-V-I progression is probably the most common harmonic motion in the standard repertoire. As the Roman numerals imply, it is a motion involving the II chord (built on the 2nd degree of the major scale), moving to the V chord (built on the 5th degree of the major scale), resolving to the I chord (built on the 1st degree of the major scale).

The next two exercises will apply this II-V-I progression moving through six keys each, in triads only.

Ex. 5

\[\text{Dmi} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{G}\]

\[\text{Dmi} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{G}\]
For Further Practice

Once you can play along comfortably with the II-V-I bass lines I've given you, try writing your own bass lines over these progressions, using just the notes of each triad. Refer back to page 3 if you need help in getting started.

1. Dmi  G  C
2. Cmi  F  Bb
3. Bbmi  Eb  Ab
4. Ami  Db  Gb
“Keeping Good Time”

The most important aspect of playing the bass is keeping good time. This is true in almost any style of popular music. No matter how great your musical approach, if your playing is not establishing a groove, it invalidates all the other qualities of your playing. As the late, great Duke Ellington said, “It don’t mean a thing, if it ain’t got that swing.”

Playing along with the CD should help you in this regard. You can also begin to develop this aspect of your playing by practicing with a metronome. This will help you to develop a sense of evenness in your time. Don’t be discouraged if it’s not coming right away. Remember: playing good solid time involves knowledge of the fingerboard, technical command of your instrument, and hearing the phrase you want to play.

Besides using the metronome and playing along with the CD, listen to recordings of some of the great bassists. Study and try to absorb their sense of swing. Try to play with as many good drummers as possible, and work to lock-up your groove with theirs. All of these aspects will help you develop your inner clock and get you on the road to playing great time.
Diatonic passing tones are notes derived from the scale corresponding to the chord that you are playing—apart from the chord tones themselves, that is.

Here are the scales that correspond to the four chords we've been using to outline a C blues progression. The diatonic passing tones are circled:

Notice that all scale tones for this blues progression are derived from the C major scale, so if you know one scale, you know them all. However, for the C and F scales, you may also use a minor seventh—$B^b$ in the C scale, $E^b$ in the F scale. This is a characteristic sound of the blues progression. (Actually, it's the 7th of the dominant seventh chord, which we'll see more of later.) Use your ear to pick the sound or sounds that you like best.

In this chapter, we'll also be adding two more chords to our basic blues progression: Emi and A. These will add some color and harmonic motion to our basic progression:
Notice below that measures 7-8 now move I-IV-IIImi-VI, and measures 11-12 move I-VI-IIImi-V.
These are common harmonic motions used in the blues to create more color.

Ex. 7

C          F          C          C          F          Emi          A
\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccc}
3 & 5 & 2 & 5 & 3 & 5 & 7 & 4 & 5 & 9 & 7 & 5 & 5 & 7 & 7 & 5 \\
\end{array} \]

F  
\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccc}
5 & 7 & 10 & 7 & 10 & 14 & 12 & 10 & 9 & 10 & 10 & 8 & 7 & 5 & 4 & 5 \\
\end{array} \]

Dmi  G  
\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccc}
9 & 5 & 7 & 8 & 7 & 5 & 7 & 4 & 7 & 2 & 2 & 5 & 3 & 5 & 2 \\
\end{array} \]

- Notice the stepwise motion of measure 2, the four notes from beat 2 of measure 6 to beat 1 of measure 7, and the five notes from beat 3 of measure 7 to beat 3 of measure 8.
- Notice the repeated four-note sequence used in measures 9 and 10. (It also begins the line in measure 1.)

Exercise 8 uses sequences extensively.

Ex. 8

C          F          C
\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccc}
3 & 2 & 2 & 5 & 3 & 2 & 5 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 5 & 3 & 2 & 5 & 5 & 2 \\
\end{array} \]
- Notice the two-beat sequence of ascending major and minor thirds in measure 3 and beats 1 and 2 of measure 4; then, starting on the third beat of measure 5, a four-beat sequence occurring three times, ending on the second beat of measure 8; overlapping a two-beat sequence of major and minor thirds occurring five times, ending on the second beat of measure 10.

- Compare the two sequences of thirds. Notice the first sequence in measures 3 and 4, where the third intervals ascend as does the sequence. But in the second sequence (measures 8, 9, and 10), the third interval descends while the two-beat sequence ascends.

Exercise 9 combines large intervals with stepwise motion to create an interesting bass line. The stepwise motion occurs in measure 4 to measure 5, measure 5 to measure 6, and measure 9 to measure 10.

- Notice the contour of measure 8. Even though beats 2, 3, and 4 are not all stepwise, it creates the same feeling of stepwise movement that measure 4 has.
Notice how many times I've used intervals of fifths and sixths, sometimes back to back, to create the open feeling this line contains.

**Bypassing Changes**

Because we've added more harmonic motion to our blues progression than we had in earlier examples, I'd like to share a concept with you that has been very important to me over the years. I like to use the illustration of two trains.

The first train is the "local"; it stops in every little town. The second train is an "express"; it bypasses the small towns and only stops in the larger, more important cities. Our concept of constructing a bass line can be like these two trains, with the chords of the progression representing the cities and towns. When we construct a bass line and take the "local," our bass line goes to and outlines every single chord. When we take the "express," our bass line can bypass chords that are there to add color and create more motion, and go directly to the more important chords.

To see how to apply this concept, let's look back at exercises 8 and 9. Here in exercise 8, measures 7 and 8, I've taken the "express." I'm not clearly outlining every chord change.

![Bass line example]

This occurred because of a sequence I was using that began on beat 3 of measure 5. In this case, the strength of the line contour allowed me to bypass the F and Em chords.

Here in measures 7 and 8 of exercise 9, I've taken the "local." Notice that each chord change is clearly outlined.

![Bass line example 2]

Now notice measures 11 and 12 of these two exercises. Here in exercise 8, measures 11 and 12, I've taken the "express."

![Bass line example 3]

Rather than outline the A and Dmi chords, I heard this line moving from the C chord, diatonically descending through the G chord, and arriving at the target note C in measure 13. Notice the strong, downward contour of the line.
Here in measures 11 and 12 of exercise 9, I've taken the “local.” Notice how the bass line clearly outlines each chord change.

For Further Practice

Practice the blues bass lines in exercises 7, 8, and 9 until you can play them comfortably along with the CD. Then try writing your own lines. Remember: we've added chord changes in measures 7–8 and 11–12, create a slightly more sophisticated blues progression. Feel free to take the “local” or the “express only.” Use notes of the triad plus diatonic passing tones, and watch the contours of your line.

The Diatonic Modes

The diatonic modes are essential to learn as you begin building your scale vocabulary. These modes are constructed from each of the seven degrees of the major scale, using only notes of the key you've chosen. We'll construct them in the key of C major, as it has no sharps or flats and will be easy to visualize.
I: C Ionian (Major)

II: D Dorian

III: E Phrygian

IV: F Lydian

V: G Mixolydian

VI: A Aeolian (Natural Minor)

VII: B Locrian

Practice these modes in all twelve keys to get familiar with the way that they sound and feel.

NOTE: Each mode corresponds to the chord built on the same scale degree.
The II-V-I Progression

Let’s work on our II-V-I changes, adding diatonic passing tones to our vocabulary. Each exercise moves through six keys.

Ex. 10

Ex. 11
For Further Practice

When you can play exercises 10 and 11 comfortably along with the rhythm section on the CD, it's time to try writing your own bass lines over these II-V-I progressions. Remember: only use the notes of each triad plus diatonic passing tones. Think about the contours of your line.
Chromatic tones can be used in several ways in conjunction with triads to outline the blues. In this section, we'll break down each of these techniques and apply them to an F blues progression.

**Chromatic Approach**

In the first method, chromatic approach, a chromatic tone approaches the target note (root, 3rd, or 5th of the triad) from either a half step above or below.

For example, here, the bass line ascends up the triad (root, 3rd, 5th) and then on beat 4 uses a chromatic tone (B♭) to approach the target note (B♭) from a half step above:

![Chromatic Approach Example 1](image)

In this next example, the first three beats are chord tones (root, 5th, root), then beat 4 is a chromatic approach from below to the target note (B♭):

![Chromatic Approach Example 2](image)

Notice that this A♯ is both a chromatic approach tone to B♭ and the 3rd of the F chord. A chromatic approach tone does not always have to be outside the tonality—it may be a chord tone, too, and still achieve the same effect.

Chromatic approach tones may go to other chord tones besides the root, as well. For example, here, the chromatic approach tone (E♭) moves to the 3rd of the next chord (D, the 3rd of B♭) from above:

![Chromatic Approach Example 3](image)
And here, the chromatic approach tone (C♯) moves to the 3rd (D) of the next chord from below.

The chromatic approach tones we’ve seen so far have all occurred at a transition point (one chord moving to another), but chromatic approach tones may also be used in a static situation, within a single chord. The same principle applies; the chromatic approach tone always moves to a chord tone.

This example represents measures 3, 4, and 5 of an F blues. Notice in measure 3 that we have two static chromatic approaches: B♯ (chromatic approach from below) to the target note C (the 5th) and G♭ (chromatic approach from above) to the target note F (the root).

In exercises 12 and 13, I’ve circled all the transitional and static chromatic approaches so you can clearly get a grasp on how this technique is used. Study them closely with your eye and your ear before writing your own bass line.

**Ex. 12**

Notice the four beat sequence in bar 9 and 10.
Notice in exercise 13, measures 1, 2, and 3, how I’ve combined a four-beat contour motif with the chromatic approach.

Ex. 13

For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with exercises 12 and 13, try writing your own bass lines in this style. Use only notes of the triad plus chromatic approach tones—try using them in both transitional and static situations.
Chromatic Surround

Another aspect of chromatic approach is to surround the target note with chromatic tones above and below the target note—or the reverse, below and above. This technique can be used in transition to another chord or in a static situation when the chord stands still.

This first example is in transition, with the target note being the B♭ in measure 2. Notice the two chromatic tones on beats 3 and 4 of measure 1. The B♭ is above, the A is below, completely surrounding the target note B♭.

This one is also in transition, but now the chromatic surround is in reverse. The chromatic tone (A) below the target is played first, and the chromatic tone above (B♭) is played next.

Here are measures 3-5 of an F blues. Notice that the static chromatic surround moves from above (B♭) to below (G♯) on beats 3 and 4 of measure 3. Because the F chord is static throughout measures 3 and 4, the A♯ (3rd of the F chord) on beat 1 of measure 4 is the target note.

This example is also measures 3-5 of an F blues. Notice that the static chromatic surround moves from below (E♭) to above (G♯) on beats 3 and 4 of measure 3. Because the F chord is static through measures 3 and 4, the F♯ (root of F chord) is the target note.
In exercises 14 and 15, the "chromatic approaches" are circled, and the "chromatic surrounds" are in diamonds.

**Ex. 14**

**Ex. 15**
For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with exercises 14 and 15, try writing your own bass lines using only notes of each triad plus chromatic approach tones and chromatic surrounds.

Chord-Tone-to-Chord-Tone

The final phase of chromatic approach is to move chromatically from one chord tone to another. This can occur within the same chord (static) or while one chord moves to another (transitions).

Our first example is measures 3-4 of an F blues, where the F chord remains static. Notice the chromatic line begins on A, the 3rd of the F chord (beat 2 of measure 3) and moves chromatically up to C, the 5th of the F chord (beat 1 of measure 4).

This next one is also measures 3-4 of an F blues. Notice the chromatic line begins on A, the 3rd (beat 1 of measure 3) and moves chromatically down to F, the root (beat 1 of measure 4).
Here are measures 1-3 of an F blues. Notice in measure 1 that the line starts with a whole step and then begins the chromatic motion. The whole step is essential to arrive on time at the target note (B♭) on beat 1 of measure 2. This is a common chromatic motif when chords move up in perfect fourths. Measure 2 moves from the 3rd of the B♭ chord (D), chromatically up to the root of the F chord (F) on beat 1 of measure 3.

Exercises 16 and 17 are both F blues, using triads and all facets of chromatic approach.
- Chromatic approaches are circled.
- Chromatic surrounds are in diamonds.
- Chromatic chord-tone-to-chord-tone lines are in boxes.

Ex. 16

Ex. 17
For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with exercises 16 and 17, write your own bass lines. Use only notes of each triad, plus chromatic approaches, chromatic surrounds, and chromatic chord-tone-to-chord-tone lines.

1

\[
\begin{array}{c}
F \\
B^b \\
F \\
B^b \\
F \\
B^b \\
Ami \\
D \\
Gmi \\
C \\
F \\
D \\
Gmi \\
C \\
F \\
B^b \\
F \\
B^b \\
Ami \\
D \\
Gmi \\
C \\
\end{array}
\]

2
The ii-V-I Progression

Analyze and then play these ii-V-I progressions.

- Chromatic approaches are circled.
- Chromatic surrounds are in diamonds.
- Chromatic chord-tone-to-chord-tone lines are in boxes.

Ex. 18

1. Dmi

2. Cmi

3. Bimi

4. Aimi

5. Fmi

6. Emi
For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with the II-V-I progressions in exercises 18 and 19, write your own II-V-I bass lines using only notes of each triad plus all the chromatic techniques we’ve learned—chromatic approach, chromatic surround, and chromatic chord-tone-to-chord-tone.
Minor Scales

C natural minor or pure minor (a.k.a., the C Aeolian mode)

Notice the augmented 2nd interval between scale steps 6 and 7; this gives the harmonic minor scale its characteristic sound.

C melodic minor

Notice that this is just like the C major scale, but with a minor 3rd.

Pentatonic Scales

Pentatonic scales are scales containing only five tones. (The name is derived from the Greek word “penta,” meaning “five.”) There are many pentatonic scales but these two are the most commonly used.

C major pentatonic

C minor pentatonic
Minor Blues

Minor blues are very much like major blues, except that they're built on a minor tonality; both types consist of a twelve-bar form. A variation often occurs, however, in measure 9 of the minor blues, where composers frequently prefer the sound of the \( bV17 \) chord to that of the \( II_{mi}7(b5) \) chord.

**Blues in C minor**

We will use both chords in our examples so your ear can hear the difference. Also, minor blues, like major blues, can have varying harmonic motions to connect the main points of the form. In exercises 20–22, I've used a few different variations.

*From here on out, we'll use all three facets of walking bass: arpeggios, diatonic passing tones, and chromatic tones. Also, all harmonies will be based on seventh chords.*

---

**Ex. 20**

Cmi7

Fmi7

Cmi7

Ami7(b5)

A7

G7

Cmi7

Ami7(b5)

Dmi7(b5)

G7

---
For Further Practice

When you're comfortable playing along with exercises 20–22, try writing your own bass lines over a C minor blues progression. Remember: you can use seventh chord arpeggios, diatonic passing tones (from any of the C minor scales), and chromatic tones to help shape your lines.
Section 5 Rhythm Changes

AABA Form

After the blues, "rhythm changes" are probably the most widely used set of chord changes in improvised music. Rhythm changes comprise a 32-bar form, divided into four 8-bar sections. The first eight bars (called the A section) state the melodic theme. The second eight bars (also an A section) repeat the theme. The third eight bars (called the B section) establish a contrasting melody and set of chord changes. The fourth and final eight bars (also an A section) are a return to the opening theme.

Incidentally, the chords to this popular progression come from the classic Gershwin tune "I Got Rhythm"—hence the term, rhythm changes.

Rhythm changes in B♭

This 32-bar song form is referred to as an AABA form. It was one of the most widely used song forms by our great American composers—George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, Irving
Berlin, Harold Arlen, etc. Whenever you’re learning a new song, always examine the form, so you have a picture of the shape of the song in your mind’s eye. This will help you remember the song and also be able to transpose it to another key.

Notice how the harmonies in the A sections move almost exclusively in two-beat patterns, while the B section harmonies move in two-bar patterns. Play through, listen, and analyze how the bass line moves through these quick-moving, two-beat chord changes in exercise 23.

Ex. 23

A

\[ \begin{align*}
  &\text{Eb} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} & \text{Dmin7} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} \\
  & \text{Bb7} & \text{E7} & \text{E7} & \text{Bb} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} \\
  & \text{Bb} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} & \text{Dmin7} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} \\
  & \text{Bb7} & \text{E7} & \text{E7} & \text{Bb} & \text{F7} & \text{Bb} \\
  & \text{C7} & \text{F7} \\
  & \text{Bb} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} & \text{Dmin7} & \text{G7} & \text{Cmin7} & \text{F7} \\
\end{align*} \]
Observe measures 6-7, 14-15, and 30-31. Use your ear and notice that the line contour leads the bass line to the note F (the 5th) on the B♭ chord change. To have placed the note B♭ (the root) on the downbeat would have interrupted the flow and continuity of the line.

Ex. 24
Exercise 24 is much more adventurous than exercise 23. A line like this would be played behind a soloist that is "stretching out" on the chord changes. Notice some techniques I've used:

- measures 1 and 2—major 3rds ascending chromatically
- measures 7-12—a four-beat descending melodic sequence
- measure 25 (beats 3-4) and measure 26—chromatic surround
- measures 27-28—descending chromatic sequence

Also notice some harmonic variations compared to exercise 23:

- measures 17-24—instead of two measures of each dominant chord, we precede each dominant chord with its IIim7 chord.
- measures 27-28—all four chords are dominant seventh chords.

For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with exercises 23 and 24, try writing your own bass lines over these rhythm changes in Bb. Use everything—arpeggios, diatonic passing tones, and chromatic tones.

No. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>G7</th>
<th>Cmi7</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>Dmi7</th>
<th>G7</th>
<th>Cmi7</th>
<th>F7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bb7</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>E♭7</th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>G7</th>
<th>Cmi7</th>
<th>F7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>G7</th>
<th>Cmi7</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>Dmi7</th>
<th>G7</th>
<th>Cmi7</th>
<th>F7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bb7</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>E♭7</th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>Bb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
The II-V-I Progression

These II-V-I bass lines use everything we’ve learned—arpeggios, diatonic passing tones, and chromatic tones. Notice that we’re outlining the II-V-I progression using seventh chords now instead of just triads. Analyze these lines, and then start playing them.

Ex. 25

Dm7

G7

Cma7

Cm7

F7

Bbma7

Bbm17

E7

A^ma7

Am17

D7

G^ma7

A7

Em7

B7

Ema7

Em7

A7

Dma7
For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with the II-V-I bass lines in exercises 25 and 26, try writing your own. Think in terms of seventh chords, and add diatonic passing tones and chromatic tones to shape your lines.
Section 6 Other Common Harmonic Progressions

Using Chord Tones Outside the Key Center

Over the years, this concept has worked very well; I find that students grasp the idea and can use it almost immediately. Here it is: first, take a tune or progression you're working on, and write out (or mentally visualize) all the seventh chords in the piece. For example:

\[\text{Fmaj7} \quad \text{Gmi7/F} \quad \text{Ami7(b5)} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{Gmi7} \]

\[\text{Fmaj7} \quad \text{Ami7} \quad \text{Dmi7} \quad \text{Gmi7} \quad \text{Gmi7/F} \]

\[\text{Emi7(b5)} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{Dmi7} \quad \text{G7} \quad \text{Gmi7} \quad \text{C7} \quad \text{Bmi7(b5)} \]

\[\text{Bb7(#11)} \quad \text{Ami7} \quad \text{Dmi7} \quad \text{Gmi7} \quad \text{C7} \quad \text{Fmaj7} \quad \text{C7} \]

Now, write out the major (or minor) scale of the key center. Our progression is in the key of F major:

\[\text{F major scale} \]

Now simply go through your harmonized progression and pick out the chord tones that are not in your key center scale. For example:

- Measure 2 has two notes that are not in the F major scale, $E_b$ and $D_b$.
- Measure 3 has $E_b$.
- Measure 4 has $F\#$.
- Measures 7-8 have $E_b$ and $D_b$.
- The second half of measure 13 has $C\#$.
- The second half of measure 14 has $B\#$.
- Measure 17 has $B\#$.
- Measure 18 has $A_b$. 
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Now examine the bass line I've written for this progression, and notice how I've incorporated these chord tones from outside the key center into my bass line. This is a 32-bar progression with an ABAC form. Each section is eight bars long. The two A sections are identical, while the B and C sections are contrasting.

Ex. 27

[A] Fma7  Gmi7  E97  Ami7(b5)  D7

[B] Ami7  Dmi7  Gmi7  Gmi7/F

[C] Ami7  Dmi7  Dmi7/C  Bmi7(b5)  E97(b11)
- Notice in measures 19-21 the use of large intervals to create a feeling of root motion on beats 1 and 4, and chord colors on beats 2 and 3.
- Observe the contour sequence in measures 27-31.

For Further Practice

When you're comfortable playing along with exercise 27, try writing your own bass line, using this same concept. Think of the chord tones that are outside the key center as little jewels adding new colors to your harmonic palette.
More Common Harmonic Progressions

Here's a 32-bar progression with an AABC form. Each section is eight bars long. Notice the use of the b9 on the dominant chords in measures 2, 14, 18, and 26. Notice the places where I've used sequences: measures 3-4, 5-6, 9-10, and 15-16.

Ex. 28
For Further Practice

When you can play along comfortably with exercise 28, try writing your own bass line on this progression. Use chord tones outside the key center to color your lines.

A

Ami7    D7(b9)    Gma7    Cma7
F↓mi7(b5)    B7    Emi

B

Ami7    D7    Gma7    Cma7
F↓mi7(b5)    B7    Emi

C

Ami7    D7    Gma7    Cma7
F↓mi7(b5)    B7    Emi7    D↓7    Dmi7    D↓7

Here's a 32-bar progression with an AABA form. Each section is eight bars long. Notice in the A sections how the Cma7 and D7(b11) remain static for two bars, and in the B section, the Fma7 remains static for four bars. Analyze how this bass line deals with those areas.

- Notice I take the “express” through measures 31 and 32.
For Further Practice

When you’re comfortable playing along with exercise 29, try writing your own bass line on this progression.

A
Cma7

D7(11)

Dmi7

G7

Cma7

A7

Dmi7

G7

B
Fma7

D7

A
Cma7

D7(11)

Dmi7

G7

Cma7

C7

Here’s a 32-bar progression with an ABAC form. Each section is eight bars long.

Ex. 30

A
E manslaughter

Gmi7(b5)

C7

Emi7

Ami7(b5)

D7

B
E manslaughter

Ami7

G7

C7
Notice the duplication of the chromatic motif in measures 17 and 19.

For Further Practice

When you're comfortable playing along with exercise 30, try writing your own bass line over this progression.
Here's a 32-bar progression with an AABA form. Each section is eight bars long. Notice the rapid key changes in the B section—B♭ major, G♭ major, D major, G♭ major, and back to F major. In an area like this, be sure to clearly outline these rapid key changes so the soloist can hear the changing tonalities. Except for two passing tones (measures 19 and 21), this bass line is all chord tones throughout the B section.

Ex. 31
For Further Practice

When you're comfortable playing along with exercise 31, try writing your own bass line over this progression.
**Glossary**

**arpeggio**: A chord in which the notes are played in succession, rather than simultaneously.

**motif**: A theme or lick of any length.

**static**: Remaining on the same chord.

**transition**: Moving from one chord to another.

**8va**: Played one octave higher than written.

**loco**: Played where written.

**diatonic**: Notes from within a scale.

**interval**: The distance between two pitches.

**target note**: The pitch towards which a melodic line is heading.

**chromatic**: Moving by half steps.

**sharp (♯)**: Raises a note by one half step.

**flat (♭)**: Lowers a note by one half step.

**natural (♮)**: Cancels a previous sharp or flat.

**accidental**: A sharp, flat, or natural, not diatonic to the key.

**key**: A tonal, or pitch, center.

**augment**: To enlarge.

**diminish**: To make smaller.

**double flat (♭♭)**: Lowers a note by one whole step.

**double sharp (♯♯)**: Raises a note by one whole step.

**transpose**: Change to a different key.

**repeat signs**: (\[\]|\[\]) = Repeat all bars within the signs. (\![\!]\!) = Repeat chord from previous bar.
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